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kamarapokemon.avi Screenshots References External links Category:Singaporean television series Category:Taiwanese drama television seriesBook Review – Get Out The Yard by Lori W If I were going to summarise the premise of Get Out The Yard in a single word, that word would be ‘divorce’. From the moment I laid eyes on the cover for Lori W’s debut novel, I was hooked. The artwork alone, depicting two prison guards locked in a stalemate by a tall barrier of keys,
was enough to make me stop and say ‘why hasn’t this been published already?’ ‘If you want to get anywhere in life you’ve got to play the odds.’ With that, the setting is established: the story is taking place in a prison, and is being told from the perspective of two guards. Some of the events that follow are fairly predictable – the prison prison-yard is no place for anyone with mental health issues, and the true story of Cephas Mendez unfolds as he battles a host of health issues –
but what is gripping are the small things that you wouldn’t necessarily expect from a story about a prison: the relationship between prisoners, the developing relationship between two guards and the way in which the story is told. It seems to be written as a story of a man and his girlfriend, with a fair number of flashbacks and dream sequences that allow the reader to peer into his thoughts. The story culminates at the end with a dramatic plot twist. The story begs the question
– just how far would you go to get out of prison? The story keeps you guessing, and is a great read. Okay, so you’re thinking that the plot premise for Get Out The Yard is my most obvious critical assessment. The reviews on this blog are largely about the writing, and while I would normally agree that the book by itself is pretty good, on this occasion I’m going to diverge slightly. The story of Cephas Mendez is well-written, and it stands on its own. However, it’s the subject
that really resonates with me, and this is because it’s not just any prison – it’s a private prison. How many of us have been subject to eye-watering levels of security in a prison setting, watching guards on a tight-ro 3da54e8ca3
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